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The Ava Gallery
"Contemporary Art at its Best"

by Christian Fregnan on
Unsplash

+27 21 424 7436

Church Street is where you can find the AVA art gallery. It is most likely
the one of the oldest not-for-profit galleries of the city and is dedicated to
developing the contemporary visual art scene of South Africa. AVA
regularly hosts month long exhibitions that showcase performances,
paintings, installations, ceramics, and photographs. The gallery has roots
that go back all the way to the year 1850 and their presence has definitely
shaped the art of the city.
www.ava.co.za/

info@ava.co.za

35 Church Street, Cape
Town

Goodman Gallery
"Telling Tales Through Art"

by Deanna J on Unsplash

+27 21 462 7573

Goodman Gallery is one of the shining stars in Africa's contemporary art
circuit. In Cape Town, the gallery is located in the old Fairweather House,
and is a premier venue for art exhibitions and art festivals. Showcasing
the works of top artists and painters, Goodman Gallery gives its visitors
something to ponder over. Every display has a topical value and narrates a
typically African tale. The gallery is a wonderful platform for budding
artists in the country and abroad. Goodman Gallery is one of the most
intriguing places to be; it has the power to turn you into an art-lover.
Check website for upcoming exhibitions.
www.goodmangallery.com/

cpt@goodman-gallery.com

176 Sir Lowry Road,
Fairweather House, 3rd Floor,
Cape Town

Whatiftheworld Gallery
"Hip and Innovative Woodstock Gallery"

by Eric Park on Unsplash

+27 21 447 2376

Originally a tiny gallery in Cape Town’s City Centre, the WhatiftheWorld
Gallery has since moved to bigger premises in what is becoming the rising
creative neighborhood of Woodstock. Selected in 2007 by Contemporary
Magazine in London as one of the Top 50 Emerging Galleries from Around
the World, the gallery has become a hot platform of emerging
contemporary South African artists. As a big supporter of local talent the
gallery has launched the careers of several young artists and hosts regular
critically-acclaimed solo and group exhibitions. It is one of the hottest
galleries on the Cape Town arts scene and ideal for scouting out the local
scene.
www.whatiftheworld.com/

info@whatiftheworld.com

1 Argyle Street, Albert Road,
Woodstock, Cape Town
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